
Nonsuch Nonsuch 26
Boat Type: Daysailer

OVERVIEW

The NONSUCH 26 ULTRA is now offered in an alternate accommodation plan. We call it the Ultra 26. The Ultra 26

is a response to the great success of the Ultra 30. Featuring a private stateroom forward, this plan, the Ultra plan,

has become a statement in the ultimate two person boat. The Ultra is the antithesis of "How many does she sleep?"

The Ultra sleeps two with provisions for guests. The Ultra accommodates storage, galley, enclosed head, large ice

chest and basic living accommodations for a couple who spend much more time than a few days aboard. 

 

The Ultra plan compliments the entire NONSUCH concept. When one couple becomes a full crew, it is only natural

to accommodate this couple above and below decks. The Ultra is, therefore, the ultimate one couple yacht available

today. 

 

A classic success story, the NONSUCH 26 CLASSIC and its simple two cabin layout is unique. It was unique

when first introduced, and over the years has gained popularity as the most sensible accommodation plan for

a family, or an extension of privacy for two couples. 

 

This Classic NONSUCH 26 layout for a family compliments the sailing qualities of the boat. The stability of the

NONSUCH and her ability to be sailed by a single person lends time for the other parent to concentrate on the family



and simply enjoy sailing. NONSUCH sailing is done from the cockpit. A more responsible yet enjoyable mode of

family sailing is hard to imagine. 

 

SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Nonsuch Boat Type: Daysailer

Model: Nonsuch 26 Hull Material:

Year: 2014 Hull Type:

Category: Sail   

Dimensions & Weight

Length: 26.00 ft Draft - max: 4 ft 6 in - 1.37
meter

LOA: 26 ft - 7.92 meter Bridge Clearance: -

Beam: 10 ft 6 in - 3.2 meter Dry Weight: 8500 ft

Deadrise Aft: -   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 24 gallons - 1 tank(s) Holding Tank: 24 gallons - 1 tank(s)

Fresh Water Tank: 60 gallons - 2 tank(s)   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: 2 Crew Cabins: -

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: 1 Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   

FEATURES



GALLERY


